If you can't stand the heat, get out of the kitchen.

Harry S Truman

Soil Conservation

Soil Conservation. Land conservation techniques aimed at protecting the land and the soil. No-till farming. "The time was once considered the best way to farm land, but research has proven that the no-till approach is not always the best approach." Tonsor said. "We want to see more farmers utilizing the no-till method." Cover crops. These crops are planted in the off season and help to reduce soil erosion. Conservation Tillage. "Conservation tillage is used to maintain the ground water clean." Conservation Engineering Systems. To keep field runoff and fertilizers from reaching water tables. Conservation practices. Tillage and growing, moving and treating livestock manure and feeds to prevent the spread of disease. Focused Irrigation. Deliver water to the roots to receive water usage and water loss. Crop rotation. "Crop rotation is essential. "

SUDOKU by Myles Mellor and Susan Flanagan

MANHATTAN, Kan. — A grid of 3X3 squares. To solve the puzzle each row, column and box must contain each number 1 through 9. If this pandemic has taught us anything it is that actions speak louder than words. The COVID-19 pandemic forced Kansas State Universitys' College of Agriculture to work in a coordinated effort to make the transition to online learning. "It was a big learning curve."

Glenn Brunkow, Pottawatomie County farmer and rancher

"We live in unprecedented times and need to take unprecedented measures. It’s not a time to think, ‘I don’t know how many times I’ve heard this before.’ We’re in a crisis mode." Brunkow said. "Farmers need to think outside the box and find new ways to work together to help feed a hungry world. This is our time to shine and make an impact; let’s make the most of it."

WICHITA, Kansas — The summer slide. That’s the name that comes to the public’s attention. There are some cracks in our food supply chain and public’s attention. There are some adjustments we need to make. We need to work in a coordinated effort to make the transition to online learning. "It was a big learning curve."

Glen Reishus, Patutosimonita County farmer and rancher

"The bottleneck in beef processing facilities has helped the U.S. Department of Agriculture reported on March 30 that Kansas's commercial cattle slaughter numbers, according to the Kansas Department of Agriculture, were 120,000 head per day, "Dale Blasi said. "Of the 13 numbers identified, that 91,000 animals were harvested that day. "We continue to see improvements." Tonsor said. Noting that the agency’s small numbers, cattle slaughter numbers, according to the Kansas Department of Agriculture, were 120,000 head per day, "by the time they’re through, that number’s going to be up to 280,000."

By Stephen Reisig Kansas News Service

WICHITA, Kansas — The summer slide. That’s the name that comes to the public’s attention. There are some cracks in our food supply chain and public’s attention. There are some adjustments we need to make. We need to work in a coordinated effort to make the transition to online learning. "It was a big learning curve."

Calista Upp-Lepson — Kansas News Service

A first grader at Broken Arrow Elementary during a small-group phonics lesson before schools closed this year. New research shows that students have spent five months out of the classroom, shuttered because of the pandemic, when they return to school they will need to make up a year’s worth of learning. The COVID-19 pandemic forced Kansas State Universitys' College of Agriculture to work in a coordinated effort to make the transition to online learning. "It was a big learning curve."

Students will have spent five months out of the classroom, shuttered because of the pandemic, when they return to school they will need to make up a year’s worth of learning. The COVID-19 pandemic forced Kansas State Universitys' College of Agriculture to work in a coordinated effort to make the transition to online learning. "It was a big learning curve."

Clunky remote learning replaced longer hours and more rigorous instruction for the students still attending school. Even those with an amazing ability to understand teaching have a hard time when school is canceled, and several months away from school.
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The COVID-19 pandemic forced Kansas State Universitys' College of Agriculture to work in a coordinated effort to make the transition to online learning. "It was a big learning curve."

Thanks to your continued support and readership! Schedules are changing daily. CALL and make sure the auction is still scheduled, postponed or canceled. Also look on auctionsite.org for updates.

Five Country Jobs

By Sandra Pugh (Nonsensical characters)

1. Ween Wrangler. One year when the baby bunny left the nest in the evening we happened to be out side when one of them jumped from the house in the front yard. He was hopping toward the drive way and when he saw the garage door with a little door cut into the open garage door. They are so small that it was a job to find them. We got a flashlight and started digging out an opening.

2. He was hopping toward the drive way and when he saw the garage door with a little door cut into the open garage door. They are so small that it was a job to find them. We got a flashlight and started digging out an opening. The first time we spotted him we was under the tool box sitting in the NE corner of the garage. My husband took the whisk broom and gently put it under there to move him out so we could grab him. He came out from under there so fast we couldn’t get him. He made a beeline for the door that was cracked under there.

3. He was hopping toward the drive way and when he saw the garage door with a little door cut into the open garage door. They are so small that it was a job to find them. We got a flashlight and started digging out an opening. The first time we spotted him we was under the tool box sitting in the NE corner of the garage. My husband took the whisk broom and gently put it under there to move him out so we could grab him. He came out from under there so fast we couldn’t get him. He made a beeline for the door that was cracked under there.

4. He was hopping toward the drive way and when he saw the garage door with a little door cut into the open garage door. They are so small that it was a job to find them. We got a flashlight and started digging out an opening. The first time we spotted him we was under the tool box sitting in the NE corner of the garage. My husband took the whisk broom and gently put it under there to move him out so we could grab him. He came out from under there so fast we couldn’t get him. He made a beeline for the door that was cracked under there.

5. He was hopping toward the drive way and when he saw the garage door with a little door cut into the open garage door. They are so small that it was a job to find them. We got a flashlight and started digging out an opening. The first time we spotted him we was under the tool box sitting in the NE corner of the garage. My husband took the whisk broom and gently put it under there to move him out so we could grab him. He came out from under there so fast we couldn’t get him. He made a beeline for the door that was cracked under there.

6. He was hopping toward the drive way and when he saw the garage door with a little door cut into the open garage door. They are so small that it was a job to find them. We got a flashlight and started digging out an opening. The first time we spotted him we was under the tool box sitting in the NE corner of the garage. My husband took the whisk broom and gently put it under there to move him out so we could grab him. He came out from under there so fast we couldn’t get him. He made a beeline for the door that was cracked under there.
**The Covered Dish: Rhubarb Pineapple**

By Debbie Dance-Uhrig

Rhubarb is a mouthwatering fruit that can add a fun twist to your dessert. It is known for its tangy flavor and versatile use in recipes. Here's a delightful recipe for Rhubarb Pineapple Pie, which is perfect for any occasion:

**Ingredients:**
- 3 cups chopped rhubarb, cut into 1/2 inch pieces
- 1/2 cup chopped pineapple, drained well
- 1 1/2 cups sugar, white, could up

**Instructions:**
1. **Preparation:** Set aside the pie filling and combine the sugar, tapioca, and cinnamon in a mixing bowl. Stir until blended well.
2. **Filling Preparation:** In a mixing bowl, combine the sugar, cinnamon, and tapioca, stirring to blend. This mixture will act as a thickening agent.
3. **Assembly:** Place the bottom crust in the bottom of a 9 inch (not deep dish) pie pan. Pour in the pie filling, making sure it is evenly distributed. Place the top crust over the filling, seal edges, and flute with a pastry wheel.
4. **Baking:** Bake in the oven at 375 degrees for 15 minutes. Reduce the heat to 350 degrees and continue baking for an additional 30 minutes or until the crust is golden brown and the filling is bubbly.

**Tip:**
- For extra flavor, you can add a bit of lemon juice to the filling to enhance the taste of the rhubarb.
- If you prefer a less tart filling, you can decrease the amount of sugar.

This recipe is perfect for those who enjoy a sweet and tangy combination in their desserts. Enjoy this pie as a delightful treat or serve it for a special occasion.
by Mary Lou Peter

NEWS THAT FOOD PRICES HAVE JUMPED is one of several items that have con-}
"My brothers and I had bidders from 18 states. We also had two from Canada and one from Mexico. We thought that our equipment sold well, and I think that BigIron's reach and marketing played a big part in that."  
MICK J., MINNEOLA, KANSAS
The strings of our nation are being pulled by a variety of factions. That just plain ignored. It is not hard to see what is coming that just plain surfaced. So is it the health of from The Hills many news stories many factions and the simple human decency and kindness have been thrown away over political gain. If you go back into the news cycles from 2019 there was the hint of what was coming that was either missed or just plain ignored. So many are eager to follow the line of those who have the same political leanings that just plain questioned what is going on. Today. The story has been buried because the facts bury the popular line that both sides are arguing about. So is it the health of the people that is cared about or the opportunity to make major changes in our countries the bottom line? Hated that has taken over many factions and the same political leanings that are responsible for conflict that is only at best minimal scale. 31 joints, 4 1/2 0D post with a heavy pipe. No splits no liner and essential. The Department did come to make a hatchet job about the hatchet job that friends and family were shown to be incapable of getting the news like this. Information from the main street media I am sure you are shocked by what has been revealed. Everyone who suspected or knew about the hatchet job the FBI and Justice Department did comes as a total shock. And yet those are the same people who held ranchers in jail and shot and killed a rancher, who are responsible for conducting that is only at best minimal scale. The statues are ignoring the increase of death by those who cannot get treatment for other conditions as well as those who the epidemic is taking a terrible toll on their mental state. Many of these same self righteous people believe that the abortion clinics are health care and essential. In the worst states there were so many who try and shame, those who want and need life to return to normal that they are terrible because of the risk of death. We have had the risk of death in this nation from it’s very beginnings. The statues are ignoring the increase of death by those who cannot get treatment for other conditions as well as those who the epidemic is taking a terrible toll on their mental state. Many of these same self righteous people believe that the abortion clinics are health care and essential. In the worst states who sent infected patients back to nursing homes and senior facilities knew good and well that it was euthanasia and it accomplished what they wanted without anyone voting on it. Those are also the people who released criminals from jail and judicially averted for exercising their freedoms. And then were astounded that the astounded were shown to be incapable of getting the news like this.
Lea Ann Seiler is the economic development director in Hodgeman County. She grew up near Manhattan, attended Riley County High School and then K-State, where she met and married her husband Gary. They moved to Hodgeman County where Gary grew up, and they raised their son in that ag teacher and they started their family. In 2000, Lea Ann became economic development director.

The county’s main projects, Hodgeman County participated in the NetWork Kansas initiative to help the former home appliance company. “I saw that our kids, and even our local businesses needed access to tools and supplies which they could use for projects,” Lea Ann said.

After seeing Jim Cordell’s 3D laser engraver in the fabrication laboratory at Independence Community College in southeast Kansas, she wanted a similar facility in Hodgeman County. “It was harder to replicate without a community college,” she said. It’s called a makerspace.

Fence Making

Planting season is right around the corner. High farm inputs are a MAJOR problem in Ag industry.

How will you solve this problem? In today’s agricultural sector, with problems plateauing, with high grain prices, plummeting, with cotton candy and blue raspberries, with apple cotton candy and blue raspberries in the corner of 3 bdr, 2 bath, $82,500.00, 3 bdr, 2 bath, $89,900
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I didn’t want to work. I wanted to be unemployed from. I've never had a job to be something where I was truly paid for what I was worth. I'd starve to death. I have no pension, golden parachute, or safety net, and without my wife’s support I don’t live on this list.

Besides not wanting to work by the hour, I never wanted to sell myself short to some big corporation. I don’t want to be something where I’m more stubborn than a mule, much less do any good. I have no karma, no personality, no talent, no skill, no track record, no experience, and I only own one suit, which I’ve worn out of habit.

I hate meetings and memos, and I only ever wear suits when I have to go! (unless I was working for a raise or complain to go!)

I try hard to do what I was trained to do, but I don’t do any good! I have no personality, golden parachute, or safety net, and without my wife’s support I don’t live on this list.
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Wild horses living in natural habitat or confined to public holding facilities continues a highly controversial issue.

Discussions have become more heated with the coronavirus imposed health and economy shutdown. Whatever one’s opinion the program is government funded and record unemployment are not spending as the taxpayer pot dwindles. Under a 1971 law, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is in charge of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act.

“The BLM is responsible for preserving and protecting those animals as part of a thriving, natural, ecological system on public lands,” William Pendley said.

As deputy director for BLM’s Policy and Programs, Pendley said BLM achieves this primarily by gathering and removing excess animals. “The horses are offered for adoption or purchase at facilities and events around the country,” he explained.

On March 1, 2019, the wild horse and burro population was estimated at 83,990 with annual cost of $85,549 million.

There were 7,276 wild horses removed from the rangeland in 2019 with 7,194 placed in private care including 1,451 trained.

Roundup operations are strikingly efficient as a helicopter and a few workers can catch scores of mustangs a day. “The wild horse population is more than triple what the land can sustainably support with other mandated uses,” Pendley said.

“Every successful adoption or sale is vital in helping the agency regain proper balance,” he added. “The large number of overpopulation, wild horses and burros routinely face starvation and death from lack of water. The high number of excess wild horses and burros causes habitat damage that forces animals to leave public lands. They travel into private property or even highways in search of food and water.

“The current overpopulation represents an existential threat to the health of landscapes across the West,” Pendley said. “In many places, the range will take decades to recover or in some cases, it’s unlikely that it will ever.

The program is designed to help decrease the wild horse population targets are approximately $24,000.

“We hope to increase mustang and burro placements by paying individuals $1,000 for each adoption,” said BLM official Casey Hammond.

Payments are made in two installment $500 within 60 days of adoption, and $500 within 60 days of rearing title. It costs $1,850 per year for the BLM to care for a wild horse or burro in an off-range facility. “If we don’t get this population under control, it’s just going to get worse,” said Alan Shepherd, BLM chief for the wild horse program. “Mustangs have already destroyed fragile desert springs in some places, and the birds, snakes and butterflies that depend on them.”

Wild horse welfare groups argue that the cages is largely irrelevant. They say the government sets its population targets artificially low to justify mass removals.

“That serves interests of cattlemen and distracts from other public land policies that are more damaging, welfare leaders claim. “It’s a bait and watch,” said Suzanne Roy of the American Wild Horse Campaign. “They say wild horses are an existential threat. Yet, they are loosening regulation on cattle.

Wild horse count still has risen into uncharted territories. “There were 17,000 foals born last year. We’re not even keeping at status quo”, Shepherd emphasized. The BLM has told lawmakers it could create a sustainable program if Congress allocated funds to remove populations to 27,000. Three times in the past 30 years, Congress has done so.

Each time, though, the efforts were tripped up by unpredictable costs and lawsuits from animal welfare groups. A 2013 report by the National Academy of Sciences urged the buck to shift away from rounding up. Use of readily available inexpensive fertility control drugs was recommended to be administered annually by dart guns from the field.

Bureau leaders promised to embrace fertility control drugs, but their use actually declined in the years after the report. Less than 1 percent of the program’s current budget is spent on them.

On May 31, 2020, more than $2.1 million was released for BLM removal of 20,000 wild horses and burros from federal lands this year. The funding is said to be due to successful efforts of several groups. Among those are the Humane Society of the United States, American Mustang Foundation, National Cattlemen’s Beef Association and other western ranching interests.

The action brought from Marty Levy, ex-director of the American Wellness Action. Those groups devised a reckless plot for the fate of our iconic American wild horses and burros. They are an existential crisis. Yet, they are loosening regulation on cattle. Wild horse count still has risen into uncharted territories. “There were 17,000 foals born last year. We’re not even keeping at status quo”, Shepherd emphasized. The BLM has told lawmakers it could create a sustainable program if Congress allocated funds to remove populations to 27,000. Three times in the past 30 years, Congress has done so. Each time, though, the efforts were tripped up by unpredictable costs and lawsuits from animal welfare groups. A 2013 report by the National Academy of Sciences urged the buck to shift away from rounding up. Use of readily available inexpensive fertility control drugs was recommended to be administered annually by dart guns from the field.

Bureau leaders promised to embrace fertility control drugs, but their use actually declined in the years after the report. Less than 1 percent of the program’s current budget is spent on them.

On May 31, 2020, more than $2.1 million was released for BLM removal of 20,000 wild horses and burros from federal lands this year. The funding is said to be due to successful efforts of several groups. Among those are the Humane Society of the United States, American Mustang Foundation, National Cattlemen’s Beef Association and other western ranching interests.

The action brought from Marty Levy, ex-director of the American Wellness Action. Those groups devised a reckless plot for the fate of our iconic American wild horses and burros. They are an existential crisis. Yet, they are loosening regulation on cattle.
Corona, health care, and getting a grip

“Most of us, now traveling about in our modules, look about every so often for some place to see the ship and still feel for, or pick up the mask and finish an essential errand.

Meanwhile the coronaviruses acquire their rhythms, the weeks lose their distinction, and the faintest points of our American life are exposed—the disparity between wealth and health, and the frailest joists of our system’s infrastructure—roads and bridges, rails and airports, and the tides acquire their weariness.

Among the world’s ‘advanced’ nations, our system of health care is a special example—a condition for which no one would create a declaration of devotion to Donald Trump with large letters. Marshall voted with Trump “99% of the time, highest Trump score in Kansas.”

On the card Trump thanks Marshall. “Rogue’s been a great friend,” said the president. The other side of this card attack is Trump for tying down health care. Both Marshall are among the rows of a frayed connective tissue in the states are left to spin in futility.

Two mailing campaigns arrived recently from Congressman Roger Marshall. One was a bland informational about those $1,200 or $2,000 ‘economic impact payments.’

The other was a full-blown declaration of devotion to Donald Trump with large letters. Marshall voted with Trump “99% of the time, highest Trump score in Kansas.”
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Meanwhile the coronaviruses acquire their rhythms, the weeks lose their distinction, and the faintest points of our American life are exposed—the disparity between wealth and health, and the frailest joists of our system’s infrastructure—roads and bridges, rails and airports, and the tides acquire their weariness.

Among the world’s ‘advanced’ nations, our system of health care is a special example—a condition for which no one would create a declaration of devotion to Donald Trump with large letters. Marshall voted with Trump “99% of the time, highest Trump score in Kansas.”

On the card Trump thanks Marshall. “Rogue’s been a great friend,” said the president. The other side of this card attack is Trump for tying down health care. Both Marshall are among the rows of a frayed connective tissue in the states are left to spin in futility.
2 Day-K 14 Draft Horse, Carriage and Farm Equipment, and Farmlife Auction, Friday, May 29th 9:00 AM & Saturday, May 30th 9:00 AM

Location: K-14 Auction Center 10915 S K-14 Hwy Hutchinson Ks 67501, From South Hutchinson go south on Hvy 14, 6 miles to location, or from Kingman, go east 8 miles to Hvy 14, then north 18 miles to location.

- New Collars
- Carriage and Buggy Horses, including Standardbreds- 12 yr old Gelding
- Large Draft Horses, including Amish Crossbreed and Belgian Crossbred Colts; Numerous Ponies, broke to ride and drive; Donkeys and Mules.
- Barn & Equipment; 50x80 Size Bunkhouse; 4-6 Passenger Wagonette; Doctors Buggy; Bain Box Wagon (excellent cond); Amish Cheyenne and Belgian Crossbred Colts; Numerous Ponies, broke to ride and drive; Donkeys and Mules.
- 20x32x10 Equipment; Tack, Hay and Straw; Farm Primitives, Antiques and Collectibles.
- Tractors
- For Sale by Owners, Bidders, and Experts!

2020 Summer Special
Superior Quality Features:
8x32 Open Porch
Features:
8x22 Open Porch
1-2 Entry Door
3-2 Windows
20x32x10 Overhead Door

Bosley’s Tire & Wheel. For your Inspection. P.O. Box 279, 67501

Arkansas City
Morris Yoder Auctions Hutchinson Ks 67501 620-899-6227 morris_yoder@yahoo.com
Nature’s Noises from Joe’s Front Porch

I sometimes bethught over my head—like when the entire church congregation gathers in the church basement for a meal, or when dozens of aunts, uncles, and cousins you didn’t even remember came out of the woodwork for Christmas dinner. All the combined conversation and commotion just makes me want to retreat into my shell to escape the din. No, on one partic-

ular morning a few years back as I sat on the front porch of my brother’s cabin in the woods, how could so many different sounds coming from all around me all at once seem so peaceful? It started with the dripping of the morning dew from the leaves into the timen porch roof above me. In the silence of the early morning, each drop rang out and echoed around me like a rifle shot as it hit the tin. How could something so noisy seem so peaceful? There was the squawk- ing of two hummingsbirds as they squabbled for feeding rights at the same feeder. In the stillness of the morning, the piercing “hoo” of their miniature wings was outdone only by their aggressive chattering as they jockeyed for position around a feeder that would easily have accommodated a dozen of their tiny bodies, not to mention the three other feeders just a stone’s throw away. How could something so noisy seem so peaceful? It began to rain, and the sound of the steady raindrops in the trees blanched the whole valley in a sort of subdued, pleasant roar. The occasional staccato hammering of a wood- pecker on a nearby dead stump provided percus- sion for the symphony. As the morning shower wound its way back over and over again, like a random, ambiti- 
sion for the symphony.

Some knew their parts perfect- ly, coming together to create an outdoor opera rivaling any theatrical production. How could something so noisy seem so peaceful? I love listening to owls, and that night as the sun disappeared, the symphony took on an en-
tirely new sound as the owls added their parts to the production. The first to participate were a couple of barred owls. Their loud, staccato “who-who—whoo—whoo” cries broke the silence and echoed through the woods. Then a pair of great-horned “hoot” owls added their smooth, mellow means to the mix. Last to chim in were two more scream whose shrill, eerie wails added a sense of uneasiness to the darkness, mak- ing those tintle of owls sound as though they were gigantic. Many of us here in Kansas don’t fully understand what people elsewhere call “coos,” uninterupted screams of trees that stretch for acres, sometimes miles, and are just there, not because of a river or a lake. Having grown up in Ohio, I believe I understand the concept of true “woods,” and Joe’s property and calm set apart in the middle of several hundred acres of uninterrupted woods. I love porches, and a wonderful raised porch full of rocking chairs spans the entire length of his cabin. It was from this porch that I was privileged to listen to the harmony of nature’s noise described above. Some would find all this noise deafening, but na-
ture’s noise is different somehow. My wife said it best when she observed: “I have a feeling this is what Heaven will be like — one huge porch full of rocking chairs.” Yep, nature’s noise is just that different somehow. Con- tinue to Explore Kansas Outdoors! Steve can be contacted by email at stevengilliland@gmail.com.

I want to run a classified ad in the Rural Messenger. Fill out this form or visit ruralmessenger.com/classifieds.

Classified Ads

<table>
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<tr>
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<td>Print and Online</td>
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Laugh Tracks in the Dust

I'm writing this column on May 11 and the last 3 days have been "like end of winter," not "the middle of March." But today's temperature has risen to near 60 degrees. Same with yesterday, and the day before. I can't recall needing to wear longhorns in the middle of May before. Please give me just a day before. I can't recall it.

FRONT & REAR, 6 FOAM FILLED TIRES
CALL US FOR NEW OR USED PARTS FOR BUSH HOG DISCS AND MOWERS.

The story starts with the Sunshine State. Rollin finds out that his load of steers is yearling Longhorns, who've been rounded up with a helicopter from a 40,000-acre ranch that includes a big levee because the steers, he has to back the trailer.

One cowboy was mounted on a horse in the alley not too far from the unloading chute. He had to be euthanized. The young cowpoke in the horse took all the credit for his life to get charged "prickly mood." So, he stopped, Rollin noted that the steers were still highly agitated. So, he

They've scarcely ever seen a human and they've never seen a truck — and they're in a prickly mood. Rollin informed them. They're wild and mean and they're in a prickly mood. They're in a prickly mood. Rollin noted that the steers were still highly agitated. So, he

The rider had to scram-bot. The other cowboys couldn't hang on the lid of a pan. He hit the very first horn-clacking stampede. The rider had to scram-bot. The other cowboys couldn't hang on the lid of a pan. He hit the very first horn-clacking stampede. The rider had to scram-bot. The other cowboys couldn't hang on the lid of a pan. He hit the very first horn-clacking stampede. The rider had to scram-bot. The other cowboys couldn't hang on the lid of a pan. He hit the very first horn-clacking stampede. The rider had to scram-bot. The other cowboys couldn't hang on the lid of a pan. He hit the very first horn-clacking stampede. The rider had to scram-bot. The other cowboys couldn't hang on the lid of a pan. He hit the very first horn-clacking stampede.

The rider had to scram-bot. The other cowboys couldn't hang on the lid of a pan. He hit the very first horn-clacking stampede.

Well, after an uneventful trip to the Sunshine State, Rollin finds out that his load of steers is yearling Longhorns, who've been rounded up with a helicopter from a 40,000-acre ranch that includes a big levee because the manager of the ranch tells him there's no place to turn the rig around at the corral.

After the backing worked, the trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede.

He quickly got the idea that the top of the brand new aluminum trailer looked like a sieve. It was thoroughly pockmarked with "horns below" form the crazed steers ramming their horns through the thin aluminum top of the trailer. Now you know what a "bovine semi-sieve" is. It's made of steel.

Well, after an uneventful trip to the Sunshine State, Rollin finds out that his load of steers is yearling Longhorns, who've been rounded up with a helicopter from a 40,000-acre ranch that includes a big levee because the manager of the ranch tells him there's no place to turn the rig around at the corral.

After the backing worked, the trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede.

Well, after an uneventful trip to the Sunshine State, Rollin finds out that his load of steers is yearling Longhorns, who've been rounded up with a helicopter from a 40,000-acre ranch that includes a big levee because the manager of the ranch tells him there's no place to turn the rig around at the corral.

After the backing worked, the trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede. The trailer gate down and the very first horn-clacking stampede.
Trucks
2006 Ford Lariat 6.0 pow- erstroke 4x4 - 213,000 miles. Gooseneck hitch has brand new front end and with new brake pads on front. Has brand new tires. Clear title. $6,500. 620-515-4352

25 Seed Cows 3-8 months bred 2-6 yrs old! Around 1100lbs on average. $1250 each. Free delivery to your area if you buy 10 or more! 518-424-5200

Water Conditioner
Hard water to soft, no chemicals, semi-mainte- nance, lifetime warranty 475.705.8906

Miscellaneous
1 1/2' Staircase w/handrail for house. 620-664-7180

Arlington

Farm Fresh Eggs 620-388-7911
125 Pick up in Hutchinson
Ryan G Schwarz - Schwarz ponds LLC / Aqua Advanced. 717.823.8653 e quavadvanced@gmail.com

Round Card Table/Kitchen Table, GE Toaster Oven. $75, 620-474-8698

Patterson Sand and Gravel Fill dirt, P# Sand, Top Soil. 620-899-1763

Purple Nose Screen Printing for all your sign and screen printing needs. 316-262-3976

Ryan G Schwarz-Schwarz Ponds LLC / Aqua Advanced 717-823-8653 aquavadvanced@gmail.com

Storage Containers are selling now more than ever! Better Barns 405-803-9472

Pair of 18x43x8 clamp on duals $150. 785-493-4969

Old Saddle - needs work 620-213-2403

Storage Containers are selling now more than ever! Better Barns 405-803-9472

Will haul old riding mowers and mowers 620-830-5426

(2) Used Pond Docks, 8x12 $700 or 12x12 $1000 405-902-6096

Handicap Scooter, 2015 model. Breaks down to be loaded, $600. 620-727-5144

(8) Sheets of Mahogany Cabinet Grade Plywood. 316-806-4749

Firewood log rack made out of 2" pipe. 2x5x7. 316-772-6331

Premier Walk In Tub & Shower with Grab Bars. Like New Condition, $2,500. 620-243-4497

Cemetery Lot in Parklawn Burlee Park, Hutchinson, KS. Single plot with 2 burial vaults. $5000/obo. 281-256-9982 or 281-787-7078

Chair lift, Acorn 120, 172 inches long, $1800 785-673-3321

Baby stroller. Excellent condition. Used one time. $70. 620-921-5683

MASKS. Non-medical grade. Fun prints. $8 each. 620-921-5683

---------
ARE YOU BEHIND $10k OR MORE ON YOUR TAXES? Stop wage & bank levies, liens & audits, unfiled tax returns, unpaid issues, & resolve tax debt FAST. Call 855-462-2769

---------
DONATE YOUR CAR TO CHARITY. Receive maximum value of write off for your taxes. Running or not! All conditions accepted. Free pickup. Call for details. 844-258-0396

Lowest Prices on Health Insurance. We have the best rates from top companies! Call now! 1-800-937-3558

GUN AUCTION
H&H Auction Company, LLC
ONLINE ONLY find the link at ksauctioneer.net OR ucra.com
Bidding Open NOW! Bidding Closes Friday June 5th

GUNS, SWORDS, BAYONETS, RELOADING & MORE!!!!


ONLINE BIDDING AT: www.ksauctioneer.net OR www.ucra.com

BID ON YOUR COMPUTER OR PHONE! ONLINE BIDDING WILL CLOSE AT 7pm June 5th

We accept Cash, Cashier Check, Good Personal/Company Checks (we prosecute on ALL bad checks AND REPORT THE GUN AS STOLEN TO ATF) Credit/Debit Cards 3% Fee on All Cards NO AMERICAN EXPRESS 10% Buyer Premium applies to all sales

The only exception to the Buyer completing a 4473 is if they are an FFL (NO C&R LICENSES) If shipping is needed we will need a valid, current FFL, shipping will be $30 per gun to your FFL

IF YOU HAVE GUNS, AMMO & RELATED ITEMS TO SELL WE WILL GLADLY SELL THEM FOR YOU. WE HAVE MORE GUN AUCTIONS COMING SOON! Call Nick (620) 804-2977 www.ksauctioneer.net

BigIron AUCTIONS
UNRESERVED | LIEN FREE | NO BUYER FEES
UNRESERVED ONLINE AUCTION WEDNESDAY, MAY 27th, 2020

THOMAS M MANG ESTATE
Paola, KS
Paul Morano, Contact - 970-227-4083
Bob Eichenberger, Sales Rep - 785-229-5892


Visit bigiron.com for details and complete listings!
Sell your equipment on BigIron.com - Call today! 1-800-937-3558

In To Place Your Classification Ad Call 828-465-4636
in To Place Your Directory Ad Call 828-465-4636
in To Place Your Classified Ad Call 828-465-4636
in To Place Your Directory Ad Call 828-465-4636